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Speech Recordings for Archival Purposes”, described 
digitizing speech recordings for archival purpose. 
Analyzing frequency response, dynamic range, noise, 
psychoacoustic and perceptual quality, spectral evaluation 
of recordings was used to develop digitization best 
practices. Digitization with sampling rate: 96KHz; on 24-
bits; The WAV file format is recommended for speech 
recordings and are easy to process into a variety of 
streaming formats [5].  

An approach used for the digital speech is to drop 3 least 
significant bits from every byte at the source end, and 
substitute randomly the dropped bits at the destination end, 
from the respective codebook. The codebook for the 
substitution of 3 dropped bits is of 23=8 bit patterns size 
[14].The research is also carried out on Sindhi and Urdu 
languages to compare the speech quality of both languages 
after compression [15]. The strategy [14] is then refined by 
reducing the codebook size or splitting the codebooks in 
two equal halves. Byte errors are analyzed to observe error 
free and error occurring bytes [16].  

This refined strategy is further explored to see the impact 
on each and every byte of digital speech.  Bytes after 
substitution of 3 bits are checked to know the number of 
changed bits. Bits are configured to see whether out of 3 
substituted bits, mostly how many bytes are having changes 
in their 0th bit only, or changes occurred in 1st bit or 2nd bit 
individually. Configuration of bits also evaluates the bytes 
having changes occurred only in 0th and 1st bit, 0th and 2nd 
bit, 1st and 2nd bit i.e., changes in consecutive bits. This 
strategy focuses on the bytes having no changes in their 
least significant bits too i.e.; before and after substitutions 
they remain same or the bytes after substitution changed 
totally i.e.; all substituted bit are change bits.  

Bit errors occurred in each byte of the .pcm speech from 
the codebooks of original size and reduced sizes in the 
refined strategy are shown in Fig-2.1 shows an abstraction 
for the 3 bit substituted bytes: 

A. Codebook containing 8 bit patterns  
The Codebook of 8 bit patterns size is used in the first 

experiment (with respect to 3 dropped bits) i.e., 
{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7} or {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 
111}. When bit patterns are picked randomly from that 
codebook and substituted as least significant bits at the 
destination end, then it is observed that in all the bytes of 
the compressed speech file, various bytes are having 50% 
changes in their 0th, 1st, and 2nd least significant bits 
respectively. 

The file named as F8 (created with codebook of 8 bit 
patterns size), and the bit configurations are shown in table-
2.1. In this experiment F8-file compressed after substituting 
8 bit patterns, scored 4.22 MOS (Mean Opinion Score) out 
of 5. 

B. Codebooks containing 4 bit patterns 
In the second experiment the Codebook when reduced to 

two halves, then the first half at left hand side contains 4 bit 
patterns {0,1,2,3} and the second half at right hand side 
contains rest of other 4 bit patterns {4,5,6,7}. The 
compressed speech files with respect to the corresponding 
codebooks are named as FL48 (File substituted with 
codebook of 4 bit patterns from the left side values) and 
FR48 (File substituted with codebook of 4 bit patterns from 
the right side values).  

After substitution of these patterns having lesser numeric 
values to all the bytes, various bytes are having 50% 
changes in their 2nd  least significant bits respectively i.e., 
0th and 1st bit out of 3 least significant bits and 2nd bit of 
these bytes remained unchanged at the decoding end. The 
Codebook containing rest of other 4 bit patterns {4,5,6,7}, 
when substituted as the 3 least significant bits, 50% various  
bytes found error occurring in their 0th and 1st least 
significant bit  respectively while all the 100% bytes 
contain error in their 2nd least significant bit at the decoding 
end. See the bit configurations in table-2.1. As the bit 
configuration status proceeds change in the bit causes more 
noticeable error.  

. In this experiment FL48-file compressed with  the 
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respective 4 bit patterns at left side (lesser numeric values) 
scored 3.99 and FR48-file compressed with  the respective 
4 bit patterns at Right side (greater  numeric values) scored 
3.5 out of 5. 

C. Codebooks containing 2 bit patterns 
In the third experiment, the Codebooks containing 2 bit 

patterns each {0,1},{2,3},{4,5},{6,7} named as FLL28, 
FLR28, FRL28, and FRR28.  

 After substitution it is observed that from these four fixed 
reduced codebooks the codebook having {0,1} bit patterns 
gives better results to listeners and from all the bytes, 50% 
bytes are having changes in their 0th least significant bit 
only and no changes found in their other bits, also rest of 
50% Bytes found error free. See the bit configurations for 
this and rest of files in table-2.1. The codebook containing 
{2,3} bit patterns having 0th least significant bit changes in 
50% various bytes while 100% bytes found error in 1st least 
significant bit, but the 2nd least significant bit of all the 
bytes of the speech file remained same at the decoding end. 

The codebook having {4,5} bit patterns made changes in 
50% various bytes in their 0th bit from all the bytes while 
100% bytes found change in their 2nd least significant bit, it 
is observed that 1st bit of all the bytes of the speech file 
remained as they were before substitution. The codebook 
having {6, 7} bit patterns caused changes in all the 100% 
bytes in their 0th, 1st , and 2nd bits  of the speech file after 
substitution.   

. In this experiment the files having 2 bit patterns each as 
codebooks to substitute are FLL28, FLR28, FRL28, and 
FRR28. These contains {0,1},{2,3},{4,5},{6,7} bit 
patterns, the MOS scored is 4.22, 4.10,4.10, 3.45 out of 5 
respectively.  

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Our proposed research work is based on simple strategy 

to compress data and can compete to the standard coding 
schemes. The approach drops 3 least significant bits in 
different experimentations and substitutes these bits with 
their respective codebooks. The refined strategy uses 
codebooks of reduced sizes. The strategy also focuses on 
the codebook sizes and  

also values of the bit patterns they have. On substituting 
3 least significant bits with 3 bit patterns out of 8 patterns, 
very good speech quality is achieved with 37.5% 
compression. The research work also focused on bit 
configurations i.e., changes in a byte with respect to their 
0th , 1st , and 2nd least significant bits for 3 bits substitutions. 
It is concluded that codebooks of reduced sizes having less 
number (values) of bit patterns with numeric values like 0 
and 1, when substituted, 50% of bytes found unchanged 
after substitutions. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table-2.1. Bit Error Configurations after 3 Bit Substitutions Radio 
recorded Speech 
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Compressed files 
(After 3 bit substitution) 

Bit Error Configurations 

0th Bit 1st  Bit 2nd Bit 

File  
Name 

Bit 
Patterns 

No. of 
Bytes 

 Error 
% 

No. of 
Bytes 

 Error 
% 

No. of 
Bytes 

Error 
% 

F8 {0,1,2,3,4,5,
6,7}; 40018 49.80 40082 49.88 40237 50.07 

FL48 {0,1,2,3}; 40309 50.16 40016 49.80 0 0.00 
FR48 {4,5,6,7}; 40150 49.97 40257 50.10 80355 100.00 
FLL28 {0,1}; 40101 49.90 0 0.00 0 0.00 
FLR28 {2,3}; 40324 50.18 80355 100.00 0 0.00 
FRL28 {4,5}; 40153 49.97 0 0.00 80355 100.00 
FRR28 {6,7}; 40179 50.00 80355 100.00 80355 100.00 


